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OUR YEAR IN REVIEW
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2020 represented another significant transition for the Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative (MLMC) as the
industry weathered the impacts of COVID-19. As soon as the impact of the pandemic became apparent, the
MLMC pivoted to stay nimble and keep Maine Lobster top-of-mind through ever evolving circumstances,
most notably with a shift from a supply chain and food service-focused marketing strategy toward a retail
and consumer focused strategy.
INFORMED BY INDUSTRY RESEARCH, THE MLMC:
• Responded to shifting market conditions by placing increased emphasis on active customer
segments – home cooks and grocers – with timely digital and earned media campaigns.
• Amplified industry perspectives throughout ongoing right whale legislation milestones, shifting our
focus on reputation management
• Drove awareness of Maine Lobster with consumer marketing, including digital and earned mediadriving programs to amplify all the ways to enjoy Maine Lobster and support the industry from home
• Developed and distributed educational content for seafood wholesalers, including sales collateral
and webinars, and introduced new resources for the industry
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OUR SUCCESS FUNNEL
RESULTS IN SUMMARY

AWARENESS
KNOW MAINE LOBSTER

•

1.68 billion earned media impressions

+29% year-over-year

•

678K trade media impressions

+6.7% year-over-year

•
•

43.6MM online advertising impressions

+35.4% year-over-year

•

521K LobsterFromMaine.com visits

+40% year-over-year

CONSIDERATION
UNDERSTAND MAINE LOBSTER

ACTION
CHOOSE
MAINE LOBSTER

17 stories in seafood trades (read broadly by those who buy/sell Maine Lobster)

•

29,940 visits to wholesale dealer database

+17% year-over-year

•

90,062 visits to consumer dealer database

+291% year-over-year

•

133,518 visits to the NEW Home Cooks hub

•

8,589 visits to the NEW Support Maine page

•

2,414 visits to the Content Hub

-21% year-over-year

•

582K consumers are more likely to buy Maine Lobster after seeing our
Home Cooks advertising campaign

•

Retail partnership resulting in a 79% increase in category sales

•

22,895 clicks to wholesale dealer listings

+99% year-over-year

•

66,925 clicks to consumer dealer listings

+478% year-over-year

•

562 wholesale seafood buyer contacts generated

•

1,265 marketing asset downloads from Content Hub
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AWARENESS

AWARENESS
CONSIDERATION

KNOW MAINE LOBSTER

ACTION
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MEDIA
CONSUMER + LOCAL
KEY ACTIVITIES
• Encouraged people to enjoy Maine Lobster at home,
positioning DIY kits and direct-to-consumer retailers as
ideal offerings for key moments (i.e. Mother’s & Father’s
Days, holiday gift guides, throughout the summer).
• Leveraged TV’s Antoni Porowski’s visit to Maine to earn
coverage in local and entertainment outlets, leaning into
his celebrity chef status as a proof point for why Maine
Lobster is the best.
• Reinstated National Lobster Day and positioned this
moment in time as an opportunity to spark coverage about
eating Maine Lobster and supporting small businesses and
independent American fishermen.
• Engaged local media around the MLMC’s strategic pivot
towards the home cook during the pandemic.

KEY RESULTS
• 1.68 billion overall media impressions (+29% YoY)
• 141 pieces of coverage
• 97% of coverage mentioned Maine
• 52% of stories incl. messaging around home cooks
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MEDIA
TRADE
KEY ACTIVITIES
• Conducted hyper-focused efforts on key seafood
trades read broadly by seafood wholesalers to share
industry news and innovations.
• Touted activities around our Buyer's Guide, Home
Cooks Hub, and the industry's strategic pivot due to
the coronavirus pandemic.

KEY RESULTS
• 100% of trade coverage mentioned Maine
• 678k total impressions (+6.7% YoY)
• 17 pieces of coverage
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CONSIDERATION
UNDERSTAND MAINE LOBSTER

AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION
ACTION
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DIGITAL
SOCIAL MEDIA
KEY ACTIVITIES
• Partnered with social media influencers to generate
18 new approachable recipes and how-to
videos featuring key Maine Lobster products for use in
social media and by members of the Maine industry.
• Shared articles and interviews designed to educate
home cooks and influence the sale of Maine Lobster
products.
KEY RESULTS
• 16.4MM impressions (+10% YoY)
• 1.4MM video views (+78% YoY)
• 91K clicks (+264% YoY)
• 53K engagements (-36% YoY)*
*Decrease reflects a shift from optimizing social content to drive engagement to
optimizing social content to drive website clicks
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DIGITAL
WEBINARS
KEY ACTIVITIES
• Partnered with Seafood Source to present three
webinars designed to educate key wholesale
seafood buyers about the Maine fishery and how it
has pivoted in 2020
KEY RESULTS
• 353 live attendees
• 997 registrants
• 450 new contacts
• 140 new high-quality leads
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ACTION

AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION

CHOOSE MAINE LOBSTER

ACTION
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DIGITAL
ADVERTISING
KEY ACTIVITIES
• Launched a brand-new Home Cooks Hub featuring
recipes, tips for cooking lobster at home, and links
to visit direct to consumer suppliers.
• Ran two Pinterest campaigns driving to the Home
Cooks Hub for the summer and holiday seasons.
Both campaigns performed significantly above
platform click through rate benchmarks, earning
more than 95K clicks to the Hub.
KEY RESULTS
• 582K consumers are more likely to buy Maine
Lobster after seeing the Home Cooks campaign*
• 13.3M+ impressions on Pinterest
• 48K+ saved pins
*As measured and reported by Nielsen Research
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DIGITAL
WEBSITE
KEY ACTIVITIES
• Enhanced LobsterFromMaine.com with relevant
new resources, including a Home Cooks Hub,
Support Maine webpage, and In the News highlights
page.
• Published and promoted 15 new educational
articles, 20 new recipes, 3 new on-demand
webinars and 3 new industry factsheets.
KEY RESULTS
• 520K site visitors (+40% YoY)
• 74K visits to the direct-to-consumer database
(+420% YoY)

• 24K visits to the wholesale dealer database
(+92% YoY)

• 133K visits to the NEW Home Cooks Hub
• 8K visits to the NEW Support Maine page
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DIGITAL
RETAIL PARTNERSHIPS
KEY ACTIVITIES

• Partnered with one regional grocery chain to
promote Maine Lobster recipes and products
through the Thanksgiving holiday season.
• Targeted grocery customers through content
published on grocer websites and grocer-owned
social media channels including Facebook,
Instagram, and Pinterest.
KEY RESULTS
• 79% increase in category sales during the

November promotion, nearly doubling the 40%
YoY pandemic-fueled increases from the month
prior
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DIGITAL
CONTENT HUB
KEY ACTIVITIES
• Continued curation of our online Content Hub,
providing easy access to new and existing Maine
Lobster marketing materials (fact sheets,
photography, etc.) to those promoting or selling our
products.
• With less emphasis on supply chain-focused
marketing, fewer resources were devoted to driving
visitors to the Content Hub. However, the resource
continued to grow and existing users were even
more engaged, exploring more assets in the hub
this year than last.
KEY RESULTS
• 203 total registered users (+40% YoY)
• 2,414 website visits (-21% YoY)
• 3,625 asset views (+46% YoY)
• 1,265 asset downloads (-29% YoY)
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DIGITAL
LEAD GENERATION
KEY ACTIVITIES
• Created an email-gated Maine Lobster Buyer’s
Guide to generate leads and sales contacts among
wholesalers and retailers, as well as educate
customers throughout the supply chain about Maine
Lobster.

QUALIFIED LEADS
SAMPLE SET
NATIONAL FOOD SERVICE

BROADLINE DISTRIBUTORS

REGIONAL PURVEYORS

MAJOR GROCERS

• Conducted three live webinars attracting viewers
from major grocers, food service providers, and
distributors.
KEY RESULTS
• 162 new contacts generated with our Maine
Lobster Buyer’s Guide.
• 450 contacts generated through our webinar
program with Seafood Source and 140 new highly
qualified leads identified.
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ISSUES
PROTECT THE BRAND
OF MAINE LOBSTER
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MEDIA
ISSUES
KEY ACTIVITIES

COUNSELED ON THESE STORIES

• Provided counsel on the myriad of issues that faced the
industry in 2020: right whales regulations, COVID-19, the
trade war, the Trump Administration, the U.S. presidential
election, and offshore wind.
• Developed key messages, conducted media trainings,
facilitated media meetings, developed customer
communications and launched a social media strategy to
prepare the industry for media inquiries and internal
questions.
KEY RESULTS
• Conducted survey that found that 75% of consumers are
not familiar at all or only slightly familiar with the issues
regarding right whales and Maine Lobster – and for those
that are, the matter hasn't affected their purchase habits.
• Advised on 10+ incoming media requests, providing
messaging training and ensuring story represented
Maine in a neutral way (in its mention of Maine + state’s
response and/or involvement).
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DIGITAL
ISSUES
KEY ACTIVITIES
• Produced and promoted a video response focused
on easing concerns about 2019 landings that was
shared across relevant industry pages.
• Partnered with the DMR and MLA to create and
distribute an infographic and videos promoting the
industry’s perspective and proactive response to
protecting right whales. This content was created
as a social toolkit to distribute to lobstermen,
dealers, and suppliers to share with key
audiences.
KEY RESULTS
• 4k+ people received our social toolkit – with 1.5K
unique opens
• 80% of viewers read the toolkit content
• 1.2k+ views of the landings video
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IN SUMMARY…
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SIMPLY PUT, WE WANT PEOPLE TO…
KNOW

UNDERSTAND

MAINE LOBSTER

MAINE LOBSTER

GROW KEY CUSTOMER
AWARENESS OF OUR PRODUCTS.
•

•

For every pound of lobster landed in
2019, 17 people had the
opportunity to read a story about
Maine Lobster this year.
The visibility of our media stories
was equivalent to 17 Super Bowl
commercials – ads valued at
$89mm.

•

Every member of LinkedIn with
seafood in their title had the chance
to read our industry-focused news
at least 3x this year.

•

Our online advertisements
reached 43.6MM people across
the country – 6MM more than the
number of people who visit Maine
annually.

CHOOSE

MAINE LOBSTER

ENTICE KEY CUSTOMERS TO
CONSIDER OUR PRODUCTS.
•

•

We attracted 521k visitors to
our website – more than 7.9x
the number of fans visiting Gillette
Stadium per Pats game.
Our educational webinar program
attracted nearly 1K registrants from
highly relevant retailers and
wholesalers interested in learning the
latest updates from the Maine Lobster
fishery.

DRIVE KEY CUSTOMERS’ INTENTION
TO BUY AND SELL OUR PRODUCTS.
•

582k consumers are more likely to
buy Maine Lobster after seeing our
Home Cooks advertising campaign

•

Industry members downloaded
more than 1,250 marketing
materials from our Content Hub –
an average of 6 assets per member of
the Hub.

•

Our website drove 90k clicks
to visit Maine Lobster dealers –
sending an average of 2,140 potential
customers to each member of our
dealer database, a 289% increase in
visits to Maine dealer websites over
last year.
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WHAT WE HOPE YOU’LL TAKE AWAY FROM OUR 2020 PROGRAM
In a year of continuous uncertainty, the MLMC pivoted FAST to ensure every dollar was
used to address the strongest business opportunities for the industry.

Our program included more demand-driving activities than ever before –
and our results show that we’re truly inspiring potential buyers to seek out Maine Lobster.

When the industry was confronted with issues both expected (right whales) and unexpected
(COVID-19), we worked to ensure all stakeholders spoke with one voice, allowing a
consistent point of view to be represented in media.
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THANK YOU!

